Nevada City Parks & Recreation
Nevada City Pool
Pool Rules
POOL RULES (as posted at the facility)
The following rules were developed to create a safe, healthy and enjoyable environment.
 Children under 6 years of age must be accompanied by an adult
 Patrons must shower before entering pool
 Arm “floaties” or other USCG “non-approved” flotation device, rafts or balls are NOT
allowed
 Proper & clean swimming attire only may be worn. Cut off shorts and t-shirts are not
allowed.
 Masks, fins and snorkels only with consent of Lifeguard
 Patrons with open sores, bandages or the flu not allowed in the pool.
 Stay off of the lane and swim area divider ropes.
 Diving in less than 7 feet of water is not allowed.
 Patrons must pass a swim test* to go into deep water.
 Horseplay and running are not allowed
 Smoking, gum, alcohol & glass are NOT allowed
Aquatics staff has final authority in all matters of pool operation, administration & safety.
ADDITIONAL POOL RULES (not posted)
 Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere in Pioneer Park.
 No Running (even on the grass)
 No one may enter the pool area if under the influence of alcohol, or any other harmful
substances
 Patrons may not sit on the edge of the pool with food or drink.
 Animals are prohibited in the pool area. (Service animals allowed in facility, but not in the
pool.)
 Bicycles, skateboards, in-line skates and other vehicles are not permitted inside the pool
area.
 The use of profanity is prohibited.
 No climbing over the rock walls.
 No climbing or sitting on the tarps
 No riding on shoulders

*SWIM TEST
Everyone must take the swim test before entering the deep end of the pool. To pass the swim
test, the swimmer must swim from one side of the pool to the other and back. (Approximately
35 yards) The swimmer must swim free style (no breast stroke or under water). If the
swimmer stops, grabs the rope or touches the bottom of the pool, they will not pass the test.

